MEAT UNITED Conference
The most important meeting of specialists in the meat industry with partners in the Livestock sector, Processing, Horeca and Retail.

MEAT UNITED rewards excellence, introduces new formats, supports networking and promotes growth for companies and professional operators.

An event that anticipates the trends and innovations in all sectors of the meat industry, from farm to fork, dedicated to operators in the international market of raw materials, ingredients, technology and equipment, furnishings and services in the meat industry.

An unique opportunity for players in the meat distribution chain, from merchants to distributors, manufacturers, professional associates and the specialized media.

Packages:
- Standard
- Main Partener
- Stand included
- Presentation / Speaker
- Sponsor
- Demo Show

Conference map
Coffee break and lunch
Access to networking
Business matchmaking

Booking:
Register online via info@euromeatnews.com or contact the EuroMeatNews.com team

Conference Highlights:
- Meat industry development perspectives for 2019
- Growth directions in Modern, Traditional, Horeca and Online Commerce
- The appetite of the chain stores for ready-meal
- The meat industry’s priorities in promoting the consumption of meat products
- European consumer - figures, statistics and trends
Insight  MEAT UNITED conference will focus on what is relevant to the international meat Industry:

- What is happening in the European industry is influenced by the global markets?
  What you need to know this year and in the medium term
- Global forecasts and data, long-term strategic trends

Prospects  Opinions, data supported by facts, explanations and open discussions:

- Not only numbers, but also “the why” behind the numbers
- Concentrated analysis of the main problems of the meat industry
- Key materials to share with the leadership team

Networking  A unique opportunity to share the thoughts of other key industry leaders:

- A group of leading specialists in the international industry, in an environment designed to provoke thoughts and discussions
- A series of networking meetings for artisans and associations in the meat industry
Draft program

25 March
15:00 – 20:00
Registration of participants at the conference

20:00 - 24:00
Gala, festive dinner

26 March
09:00 – 13:00
Official opening of the event
Conference sessions

11:00 – 11:30
Coffee break

13:00 – 14:00
Lunch

14:00 – 16:00
Conference sessions

16:00 – 16:30
Coffee break

16:30 – 17:30
Demo Show, Conclusions

Draft agenda

Special focus in all conference sessions on the development of the meat sector
Experts in the field discuss the most important topics
Roundtable with the views of the participants
Time for networking and key discussions in a less formal environment

Interactive audience group

Address questions to special guests and the euromeatnews.com’s team
Share opinions and views on fundamental issues

Note: The topics will be adjusted in the light of key event developments

For more information, please do not hesitate to contact our team:

DORINEL NICULAE
Project manager
dorinel@euromeatnews.com
+40 728 986 130

Ana - Maria MIHAI
Sales
info@euromeatnews.com
+40 734 333 588

Flavius MARIN
Sales
info@euromeatnews.com
+40 734 333 589